We establish some new bounds on the log-covering numbers of (anisotropic) Gaussian reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces. Unlike previous results in this direction we focus on small explicit constants and their dependency on crucial parameters such as the kernel bandwidth and the size and dimension of the underlying space.
Introduction
Gaussian kernels and their reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces (RKHSs) play a central role for kernel-based learning algorithms such as support vector machines (SVMs), see e.g. [9, 2, 11] , and Gaussian processes (GPs) for machine learning, see e.g. [8, 5] . For the analysis of such learning algorithms one usually needs to bound both the approximation error, which quantitatively describes how well the considered RKHS approximates certain classes of smooth functions, and the estimation error, which bounds the uncertainty caused by the statistical nature of the observations the algorithm learns from. Moreover, the estimation error is typically analyzed with the help of bounds on certain entropy-or covering numbers of the involved RKHSs, and in the case of Gaussian RKHSs these bounds crucially depend on quantities such as the considered kernel width. The major focus of this work is to analyze this dependence.
To be more precise, recall that the (isotropic) Gaussian kernels are given by
where X is e.g. a bounded subset of R d and σ > 0 is the so-called kernel width. It is well-known that the corresponding RKHS H σ (X) only contains C ∞ -functions and that H σ (X) is dense in L p (ν) for all p ∈ [1, ∞) and all finite measures ν on X. Moreover, if X is compact, then H σ (X) is also dense in C(X). We refer to [11, Chapter 4] for details as well as for a general introduction to RKHSs. Now recall that these denseness results guarantee that key approximation error quantities such as
satisfy A(λ, σ, f ) → 0 for λ → 0 and fixed σ > 0 and f ∈ L 2 (ν). In turn, such vanishing approximation errors can be used to show that e.g. SVMs using the least squares loss and a fixed Gaussian kernel can learn in a purely asymptotic sense, see e.g. [11, Chapters 5, 6, and 9] for details. However, a more detailed analysis that includes convergence rates for the learning process, requires convergence rates for A(λ, σ, f ) → 0. Unfortunately, it has been shown in [10] that for fixed σ > 0 any polynomial rate for A(λ, σ, f ) → 0 is impossible if f ∈ C ∞ , and the latter is an inacceptable restriction from a learning theoretical point of view.
To address this issue and to be better aligned with empirical knowledge that strongly suggest to vary the width σ with the data set, one usually investigates the learning behavior in cases in which we have λ → 0 and σ → ∞ simultaneously. For example, [3] shows that for specific combinations of rates for λ → 0 and σ → ∞ the approximation error A(λ, σ, f ) converges to 0 with a polynomial speed whenever f is contained in some Besov space.
While this approach solves the issues regarding the approximation error, it simultaneously makes the analysis of the estimation error more complicated. To explain this effect, let us recall that the covering numbers of a bounded subset A ⊆ E of some Banach space E are defined by N (A, ε) := min n ∈ N :
where B E denotes the closed unit ball of E. Moreover, for a bounded linear operator T : E → F between two Banach spaces E and F , the log-covering numbers are H(T, ε) := log(N (T B E , ε)). Now assume, for example, that X ⊆ R d is bounded, and that for all σ ≥ 1 and p ∈ (0, 1) we have a constant K σ,p,X such that
where Id : H σ (X) → ℓ ∞ (X) denotes the canonical embedding of H σ (X) into the space ℓ ∞ (X)
of bounded functions f : X → R equipped with the usual supremum norm · ∞ . Then the behavior of K σ,p,X for σ → ∞ or p → 0 plays a crucial role when bounding the estimation error. For example [11, Theorem 7.23 ], see also [2, Theorem 3.14] for another result in this direction, shows that the estimation error when using the least squares loss behaves like
where C p is a constant whose dependence on p is explicitly known and n is the number of observations. Consequently, if we choose λ n → 0 and σ n → ∞ such that ǫ(n, λ n , σ n , p) → 0, then the estimation error asymptotically vanishes, and by balancing ǫ(n, λ, σ, p) with bounds on A(λ, σ, f ) we can achieve convergence rates for the overall learning performance, see e.g. [11, Chapters 6 and 7] and [3] for details. Moreover, it has been recently observed in [4] that these rates can be further improved if we additionally let p = p n → 0 sufficiently slowly.
Of course, this approach can only be successful, if we have constants K σ,p,X for which we explicitly know their behavior in σ → ∞ and p → 0. Moreover, the guarantees on the learning performance obviously become better, if, in addition, K σ,p,X only depends on small universal constants. Therefore, the goal of this work is to derive bounds on H(Id :
that do not only have a desirable behavior for ε → 0 but for which we can also control the behavior of the corresponding constants in σ, X, d, and if applicable, in p.
To this end, we first refine the analysis of [7] by carefully controlling the arising constants. It turns out that the final constants have both small absolute values and a reasonable behavior in the dimension d. Unfortunately, however, their behavior for σ → ∞ is far from being optimal. For this reason, we present another result that relates the log-covering numbers of Id : H σ (X) → ℓ ∞ (X) to the log-covering numbers of Id :
, where B d 2 ⊆ R d denotes the closed Euclidean unit ball, and to the covering numbers of the underlying space X.
As a consequence, we do not only obtain a much better behavior in σ → ∞, but also covering number bounds for anisotropic Gaussian kernels, which are defined by
x, x ′ ∈ X
where D σ (x 1 , . . . , x d ) := (σ 1 x 1 , . . . , σ d x d ). Note that these kernels are an example of so-called ARD kernels, which are particularly popular in the GP context, see e.g. [8, Chapter 5] .
The rest of this work is organized as follows: In the next section we present our main results, discuss their consequences, and compare them to results previously obtained in the literature.
All proofs can be found in Section 3.
Main Results
This section contains all main results of this work: In the first subsection we consider the embedding Id :
of the isotropic Gaussian RKHS defined in (1) . In the second subsection we then show how to generalize this bounds to anisotropic Gaussian kernels (3) on general bounded sets X ⊆ R d .
Isotropic Gaussian Kernels
Before we present the results of this subsection, let us introduce some notation: if two functions f, g : (0, ∞) → (0, ∞) satisfy lim t→∞ f (t)/g(t) = 1 we write f (t) ∼ g(t) for t → ∞. Moreover, recall that, for k ∈ N and t > 0, the generalized binomial coefficient is defined by
Note that for t ∈ N this definition coincides with the classical definition of binomial coefficients. In the following, generalized binomial coefficients mainly appear in the form
where d ≥ 1 is an integer and t > 0. Then the functions t → t+d d and d → t+d d are increasing and the functions t → t+d
where Γ denotes the Gamma function. See Lemma 3.6 for the non-obvious assertions. With these preparations our first result reads as follows.
2.1 Theorem For all d ≥ 1, all σ > 0, and all 0 < ε ≤ 1 we have
Note that Theorem 2.1 recovers the asymptotic behavior of ε → H(Id :
, ε) found by Kühn in [7] . By presenting a corresponding lower bound on the log-covering numbers, [7] further shows that this behavior in ε is optimal. Unlike the upper bound in [7] , however, Theorem 2.1 also provides an upper bound for the behavior in σ and d that is expressed by the constant
To better understand the behavior of this constant in d, let us first consider the case σ = 1.
is decreasing as mentioned above we then find 
Furthermore, this inequality correctly describes the asymptotic behavior of K d,1 for d → ∞, since our considerations at the beginning of this section show
Finally, some additional numerical calculations give K d,1 ≤ 30 for all d ≥ 1, and the maximal value of K d,1 is attained at d = 6.
Let us now consider the behavior of K d,σ in σ for a fixed d ≥ 1. To this end, we first observe that K d,σ is increasing in σ, and hence we have
Moreover, the representation in (4) directly gives
for all σ > 0 satisfying 2e(1 + σ 2 ) ≥ d. Consequently the constant K d,σ grows like σ 2d for σ → ∞. Below in Section 2.2 we will see that we can find another constant for the estimate of Theorem 2.1 that has a better behavior for σ → ∞.
Our next goal is to show that the size of the constant in Theorem 2.1 is significantly influenced by the choice of the considered range of ε. More precisely, Theorem 2.1 considers the maximal range 0 < ε ≤ 1, since we have Id :
2 ) = 1, and thus we find
Our next theorem shows that by considering a smaller range for ε, we can substantially decrease the constant appearing in the estimate. For its formulation, we recall that Lambert's Wfunction is the inverse of t → te t . Note that on (−1/e, 0) the inverse in multi-valued and throughout this work we use the upper branch W :
, which is often denoted by W 0 in the literature. Finally, recall that W is increasing and W (t) ∼ log(t) for t → ∞. Now our second result reads as follows.
Theorem
For all d ≥ 1, all σ > 0, and 0 < ε 0 ≤ 4 exp(−e 1+σ −2 ) we define y 0 := log(4/ε 0 ),
Then for all 0 < ε ≤ ε 0 we have
To appreciate Theorem 2.2 we note that for ε 0 → 0 we have y 0 → ∞ and x 0 → ∞. Since
This sharpens the result of [7, Remark 4] by a factor of approximately √ 2πd. Finally note that for σ = 1 and ε 0 := 4 exp(−e 2 ) ≈ 0.0025 we have y 0 = e 2 and x 0 = 2e 2 . Hence we find
For some applications, see e.g. [12, 4] , it is sufficient and more convenient to work with a weaker bound in ε such as the one in (2) . For this reason, the following theorem establishes an upper bound of the form (2) with an explicit constant.
For d ≥ 1 and σ > 0 we define
.
Then for all d ≥ 1, σ > 0, p > 0, and all 0 < ε ≤ 1 we have
To better understand the constant appearing in Theorem 2.3, we denote it by
For fixed p, σ > 0, Lemma 3.7 then shows that d → K d,σ,p grows more slowly than any exponential function, i.e. for all a > 0 we have K d,σ,p e −ad → 0 for d → ∞.
To be more precise, Lemma 3.7 provides constants c σ,p > 0 and C σ,p > 0 independent of d such that
Moreover, if we restrict our considerations to σ := 1 and also fix a d ≥ 1 and a 0 < p 0 ≤ 1/e, then Lemma 3.8 shows that
where the constant C 0 is given by
In particular, C 0 only depends on p 0 , and for p 0 := 1/e we find C 0 ≈ 13.6481. In addition, C 0 converges to 4 + 2/e ≈ 4.7358 for p 0 → 0. Finally, we note that the constant appearing in Theorem 2.3 can again be substantially improved if we restrict our consideration to a smaller range 0 < ε ≤ ε 0 .
Anisotropic Gaussian Kernels
The goal of this subsection is to analyze how the constants in the log-covering number bounds depend on the kernel width σ and the size of the input space X. To this end, our next theorem reduces the problem of bounding the log-covering numbers of Id :
of anisotropic Gaussian RKHS to the estimation of the log-covering numbers of the embedding
Before we proceed we like to remark that Theorem 2.4 actually holds for general bounded and translation invariant kernels, see Section 3.2 for details. Now, to illustrate the impact of Theorem 2.4 we note that X is assumed to be bounded, and hence there are an x ∈ R d and an r > 0 with X ⊆ x + rB d 2 . In the case of min i σ i ≥ 1/r, Lemma 3.12 then gives us
For the sake of completeness, we further mention that in the case of max i σ i ≤ 1/r we have N (D σ X, 1) = 1. Now, we can combine Theorem 2.4 with one of the theorems presented in 
Finally, we mention that in the case of an isotropic Gaussian kernel with width σ ≥ 1 the constant in (9) , that is
In contrast, recall from (5) that the constant K d,σ obtained in Theorem 2.1 grows like σ 2d . Consequently, (9) improves Theorem 2.1 in the dependency on σ by a factor of 2 in the exponent. In this respect note that [12] obtained the same behavior in σ but for a bound that does not include the double logarithmic factor log log d (4/ε) in (9) .
Moreover, [11, Theorem 6 .27] achieves the same behavior in σ for a polynomial bound of the form (2) . Of course, the latter two results can be recovered from (9) , and in addition, the results in [11, 12] do not take care of the explicit form of the constants.
Proofs
Before we present the proofs of our results, we briefly recall some basic facts about covering numbers. To this end, let S, T : U → V and R : V → W be some bounded operators between Banach spaces. Then the covering numbers satisfy
for all ε > 0. Furthermore, if T has a finite rank, then the covering numbers satisfy the following standard bound
For the proofs of these properties and a comprehensive introduction to this topic we refer to [1] , where we note that in [1] the proofs are for entropy numbers but they easily transfer to covering numbers.
Isotropic Gaussian Kernels
Throughout this subsection the domain X := B d 2 ⊆ R d is fixed, and hence we simply write I σ for the embedding Id :
. Before we prove the results of Subsection 2.1 we present several auxiliary lemmas. Our first result in this direction, which essentially repeats the key argument of [7, Theorem 3] on the input space X = B d 2 instead of X = [0, 1] d , provides a general estimate for the log-covering numbers of I σ .
Lemma
For all σ > 0, ε > 0, and all integers N ≥ 1 we have
Proof. For fixed σ > 0, ε > 0, and N ≥ 1 we define
In order to repeat the argument of [7, Theorem 3], we begin by recalling some notation: For
2 has a non-empty interior the family of functions (e k ) k∈N d 0 forms an orthonormal basis (ONB) of H σ (B d
2 ) according to [11, Theorem 4.42] . Using this ONB we now consider, for N ≥ 1, the orthogonal projections P N , Q N :
2 ) onto span{e k : |k| < N } and span{e k : |k| ≥ N }, respectively. From the first equation on page 494 of [7] we know
As a consequence of (10), (11) , and I σ • P N = 1 we get
Together with the formula
which was derived in [7, Remark 4] , we thus obtain the assertion.
Our next goal is to find suitable values of N ≥ 1 for the bound in Lemma 3.1. To this end, recall that Lambert's W -function is increasing and satisfies the relations W (x) > 0 for x > 0, W (x)e W (x) = x for x ≥ −1/e, and W (ye y ) = y for y ≥ −1. In the following, we will often use these relations without referencing them. 
ii). The function p σ : (0, ∞) → (0, ∞) is decreasing on (2σ 2 , ∞) and lim x→∞ p σ (x) = 0.
iii). The function p σ : [2σ 2 , ∞) → (0, 2 exp(σ 2 )] is bijective with inverse p −1 σ given by
Proof. i). The monotonicity of h σ is a consequence of the monotonicity of W and the definition of the function h σ . Moreover, (12) follows from the identity W (x) exp(W (x)) = x.
ii). Some tedious calculations show that the derivative of p σ is given by
From this identity the first assertion immediately follows. The second assertion is obvious.
iii). By Part ii) we already know that p σ : [2σ 2 , ∞) → (0, 2 exp(σ 2 )] is bijective. To verify the formula for p −1 σ , we fix some 0 < ε ≤ 2 exp(σ 2 ) and write y := log(2/ε). This immediately gives y ≥ −σ 2 and by the definition of h σ we find
i.e. we have shown the assertion.
In the next lemma we choose a suitable parameter N ≥ 1 for the bound in Lemma 3.1 with the help of the functions introduced in Lemma 3.2.
For all σ > 0 and all 0 < ε ≤ 1, we have
Proof. For a fixed 0 < ε ≤ 1 we write y := log(4/ε) and x := h σ (y). Since y > 1 we have
x > 2σ 2 , and hence there is a unique integer N ≥ 1 with N − 1 < x ≤ N . Using Lemma 3.1 with 2ε/3 instead of ε, the monotonicity of t → t+d d , and 1 ≤ 1/ε we find
Consequently, it remains to show that (2σ 2 ) N /N ! ≤ ε/3 holds true. To this end, we use
Moreover, the already observed x > 2σ 2 together with Parts ii) and iii) of Lemma 3.2 yields
Combining both estimates and (2π) −1/4 ≤ 4/3 we get the assertion.
Note that by an easy adaption of the above proof we can replace the 4 in y = log(4/ε) by γ = 7/2 if we choose 4ε/5 instead of 2ε/3 and use the bound (2π) −1/4 ≈ 0.6316 ≤ 7/10.
Moreover, some tedious calculations show that the argument still works for γ := 3(2π) 1/4 + 1 + 9(2π) 1/2 + 2(2π) 1/4 + 1 2(2π) 1/4 ≈ 3.4485 .
Since these improvements have little impact we stick to γ = 4 for convenience. The following lemma demonstrates the general technique we use to bound the right hand side of (13).
Proof. In order to prove this statement we use the auxiliary function G d (t) : (0, ∞) → (0, ∞)
for all 0 < ε ≤ ε 0 , which gives the assertion.
As final preparation we need the following simple lemma.
For σ > 0 consider t * := σ −2 exp(σ −2 ) and q σ : (0, ∞) → R defined by
Then q σ is increasing on (0, t * ] and decreasing on [t * , ∞). Moreover, q σ has a unique global maximum at t * with q σ (t * ) = 1 + σ 2 and we have lim t→∞ q σ (t) = 1.
Proof. A simple but tedious calculation shows
Since the denominator is positive for all t > 0 we can focus on the numerator in order to investigate the monotonicity properties of q σ . Consequently, q σ is decreasing, if and only if W (t) < log(tσ 2 ) and this is equivalent to
Rearranging this inequality for t shows that q σ is decreasing on [t * , ∞). Analogously, we get that q σ is increasing on (0, t * ] and that q σ has a unique global maximum at t * . Since W (t * ) = σ −2 and log(t * ) = − log(σ 2 ) + σ −2 we find q σ (t * ) = 1 + σ 2 . Finally, for t ≥ 1 we write s := te t and from
the assertion lim t→∞ q σ (t) = 1 easily follows.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let us define ε 0 := 1 and y 0 := log(4/ε 0 ). For 0 < ε ≤ ε 0 we further write y := log(4/ε) ≥ y 0 > 1. An application of Lemma 3.5 then yields
and consequently it is easy to check that, for t * := e, the function β is decreasing on (1, t * ], increasing on [t * , ∞), and has a unique global minimum at t * with β(t * ) = e. As a result, we get f (ε) ≥ 2e(1 + σ 2 ) =: t 0 . Finally, combining Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.4 gives the assertion.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. For a fixed 0 < ε 0 ≤ 4 exp(−e 1+σ −2 ) we recall the definitions of y 0 := log(4/ε 0 ) and x 0 := h σ (y 0 ). Moreover, for 0 < ε ≤ ε 0 we write y := log(4/ε) ≥ y 0 . Note that the restriction on ε 0 ensures y 0 ≥ exp(1 + σ −2 ) and hence y 0 eσ 2 ≥ σ −2 exp(σ −2 ). As a consequence, the function y → log(y)/W ( y eσ 2 ) is decreasing on [y 0 , ∞) according to Lemma 3.5 and we get
Now, from (14) we know that the function β(t) = t log(t) is increasing on [e, ∞), and hence and log(4/ε), appearing in (13) separately by a polynomial bound. To bound the first factor we fix a q 1 > 0 and define the function
, t > 0 .
Using e −q 1 y = (4/ε) −q 1 we then get
and f (ε) ≥ 4 q 1 · sup t>0 g 1 (t) =: t 0 . A simple but tedious calculation shows
If we define
then another tedious calculations shows that g 1 is increasing on (0, t * ], decreasing on [t * , ∞), and has a unique global maximum at t * . In order to evaluate the maximum g 1 (t * ) we first give another representation of t * using t/W (t) = exp(W (t)) for t = 1
Using this representation together with W (xe
Using this identity we directly get
and Lemma 3.4 gives us
Now, we estimate the second factor y = log(4/ε) by a polynomial bound of order q 2 > 0. To this end, we define the function g 2 (t) := te −q 2 t , for t > 0, and estimate
An easy calculation shows that the derivative of g 2 is given by g ′ 2 (t) = g 2 (t) · (1/t − q 2 ) and consequently g 2 has a global maximum at t * := 1/q 2 with g 2 (t * ) = 1 eq 2 . Therefore, we get
Finally, combining Lemma 3.3 with (15) and (16) yields
and for q 1 = q 2 = p d+1 we get the assertion. .
Moreover, for a fixed real number t > 0 the sequence
is decreasing and converges to 1/Γ(t + 1).
Proof. First note that Γ(d + 1) = d! and an d-times application of Γ(t + 1) = t · Γ(t) gives us
which is a well-known property of the Gamma function, we get
for d → ∞ and it remains to show the monotonicity. Using Γ(t + 1) = t · Γ(t) twice we get
Consequently, (a d ) d≥1 is decreasing if and only if d d+1 t < d+1 d+t+1 is satisfied for all d ≥ 1 and t > 0. In order to prove this we fix some d ≥ 1 and show that
is satisfied for all t > 0. To this end, we calculate the first and second derivative
Using log(1 + x) ≥ x 1+x , which holds for all x > −1, for x = 1/d, we get
> 0 for all t > 0 and hence the assertion is proven. 3.7 Lemma For p, σ > 0 there are constants c p,σ , C p,σ > 0 such that K d,σ,p defined in (6) satisfies, for all d ≥ 1
Proof. For this proof we use the usual notation a n b n for two sequences (a n ) n≥1 , (b n ) n≥1 iff there is a constant c > 0 with a n ≤ cb n for all n ≥ 1. Moreover, we write a n ≍ b n iff both a n b n and a n b n hold. Using W (t) ∼ log(t) we get, for d → ∞,
Since t 0 → ∞ for d → ∞, Lemma 3.6 and Stirling's formula Γ(t + 1) ∼ √ 2πt (t/e) t yield
for d → ∞. Using the inequality 1 + t ≤ e t , which holds for all t ∈ R, for t = t 0 /d we get
Stirling's formula, f (p 0 ) ≥ 4, d ≥ 1, and 1 + t ≤ e t for t = d/f (p 0 )
Since C 0 = e/z 0 + g(p 0 ) and the arising quantities that are independent of p and d satisfy
the assertion is proven.
Anisotropic Gaussian Kernels
In this section we first provide some general theory about covering numbers of RKHS and finally prove Theorem 2.4. To this end, we introduce some notation. For a fixed bounded kernel k defined on a set X we often consider its restriction to different subsets Y ⊆ X. Consequently, we highlight the considered domain by writing H(Y ) for the corresponding RKHS and by using the abbreviation I[Y ] for the corresponding embedding Id :
is well-defined according to [11, Lemma 4.23 ].
3.9 Lemma Let T : Y → X be a mapping between two non-empty sets and k be a bounded kernel on X with RKHS H(X). Then 
for f ∈ H(X). Moreover, the covering numbers satisfy
If, in addition, T is bijective, then equality holds in (18).
Proof. Let Φ : X → H(X) be the canonical feature map of k, that is Φ(x) := k(x, ·) for x ∈ X.
Then it is easy to see that Φ T := Φ • T is a feature map for k T . Consequently, k T is a kernel on Y , and according to [11, Theorem 4.21 
Since
is satisfied for all f ∈ ℓ ∞ (X) we have S ∞ ≤ 1 and together with (10) this yields the assertion. If T is bijective we can exchange the role of X and Y and hence we get the claimed equality.
3.10 Lemma Let X = X 1 ∪ X 2 be the disjoint union of non-empty sets X 1 , X 2 and k be a bounded kernel on X with RKHS H(X). Then for all ε > 0 we have
Proof. Let m := N (I[X 1 ], ε) and n := N (I[X 2 ], ε). Moreover, choose corresponding ε-nets f 1 , . . . , f m ∈ ℓ ∞ (X 1 ) and g 1 , . . . , g n ∈ ℓ ∞ (X 2 ). Then for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and each j ∈ {1, . . . , m} we define
This defines at most m · n different elements of ℓ ∞ (X) and it remains to show that h i,j for i = 1, . . . , m and j = 1, . . . , n defines an ε-net of B H(X) . For h ∈ H(X) with h H(X) ≤ 1 we have h| X ℓ ∈ H(X ℓ ) with h| X ℓ H(X ℓ ) ≤ 1, for ℓ = 1, 2, see Lemma 3.9. Consequently, there is an i ∈ {1, . . . , m} and a j ∈ {1, . . . , m} with h| X 1 − f i ℓ∞(X 1 ) ≤ ε and h| X 2 − g j ℓ∞(X 2 ) ≤ ε, respectively. For this choice of i and j we have h − h i,j ℓ∞(X) = max{ h| X 1 − f i ℓ∞(X 1 ) , h| X 2 − g j ℓ∞(X 2 ) } ≤ ε and hence the assertion is proven.
So far, we considered bounded kernels on general sets. In the following, we investigate bounded kernels k : V × V → R on a vector spaces V . The kernel k is called translation
is satisfied for all v, v ′ ∈ V . In this case the transformation T (x) := x + a does not change the kernel, i.e. k = k T . Since T is bijective as a mapping X → a + X, Lemma 3.9 yields
If k is translation invariant along all a ∈ U ⊆ V for some subspace U ⊆ V , then we call k translation invariant along U .
3.11 Lemma Let (V, · ) be a Banach space with complemented subspaces V 1 , V 2 ⊆ V , i.e. V = V 1 + V 2 and V 1 ∩ V 2 = {0}. Moreover, let X i ⊆ V i be non-empty subsets, for i = 1, 2, and k be a bounded kernel on V . If k is translation invariant along V 1 and X 1 is relatively compact, then the covering numbers satisfy, for δ > 0 and ε > 0,
Proof. Let us fix some ε, δ > 0 and set n := N (X 1 , δ). For a minimal δ-net x 1,1 , . . . , x 1,n ∈ V 1 of X 1 we choose a partition X 1,1 , . . . , X 1,n of X 1 with X 1,i ⊆ x 1,i + δB V 1 for all i = 1, . . . , n.
Since we have chosen a minimal δ-net X 1,i = ∅ is satisfied for i = 1, . . . , n. Because X i ⊆ V i , for i = 1, 2, and V 1 , V 2 are complemented subspaces the sets X 1,i + X 2 , for i = 1, . . . , n, form a partition of X 1 + X 2 with X 1,i + X 2 ⊆ x 1,i + δB V 1 + X 2 . A multiple application of Lemma 3.10
and an application of Lemma 3.9 for T = id yield
H I x 1,i + (δB V 1 ) + X 2 , ε .
Since k is translation invariant along V 1 , Equation (19) yields the assertion.
Proof of Theorem 2.4. Let X ⊆ R d be a bounded subset and σ = (σ 1 , . . . , σ d ) ∈ (0, ∞) d .
With the notation introduced in (17) the Gaussian kernel then writes as k σ = k Dσ . Since the diagonal operator D σ : X → D σ X is bijective, Lemma 3.9 yields H(I σ [X], ε) = H(I 1 [D σ X], ε).
Together with Lemma 3.11 for δ = 1, V 1 = R d (equipped with the Euclidean norm), V 2 = {0}, and X 1 = D σ X, X 2 = {0} we get the assertion.
Finally, we present a lemma bounding the covering numbers of convex sets X ⊆ R d . This result is well-known but we did not find exactly this one in the literature and hence we included a proof for convenience. 3.12 Lemma Let X ⊆ R d be a convex set and r > 0 such that there is an a ∈ R d with a + rB d 2 ⊆ X. Then we have
where the covering numbers are with respect to the Euclidean norm.
Proof. For this proof we use packing numbers, which for ε > 0 are defined by P(X, ε) := max n ≥ 1 : ∃x 1 , . . . , x n ∈ X with x i − x j ℓ d 2 > 2ε ∀i = j .
Recall that P(X, 2ε) ≤ N (X, 2ε) ≤ P(X, ε) holds for all ε > 0, see e.g. [6, Theorem IV].
Consequently, it is enough to bound P(X, ε) by the right hand side of (20). For ε > 0 we set n := P(X, ε) and choose x 1 , . . . , x n ∈ X with x i − x j ℓ d 2 > 2ε for all i = j. Then the sets x i + εB d 2 are disjunct sets contained in X + εB d 2 and hence
Since X is convex we have s 1 X + s 2 X = (s 1 + s 2 )X for s 1 , s 2 > 0. Together with rB d 2 ⊆ X − a we get
Both bounds together yield nε d λ d (B d 2 ) ≤ λ d (X)(1 + ε/r) d , which gives the assertion.
